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Disclaimer
This presentation, any ancillary documents relating to it, any oral presentation and any question or answer session at which this presentation is made (together, the “Presentation”)
has been prepared by Stock Spirits Group PLC (“Stock Spirits Group” or the “Group”). By attending the meeting where the Presentation is made, or by reading the Presentation
slides, you agree to be bound by the following conditions.
This Presentation contains forward looking statements, which are based on the Stock Spirits Group Board's current expectations and assumptions and may involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. These statements
typically contain words such as “anticipate”, “assume”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend” and words of similar substance. The forward looking statements contained in this
Presentation are based on past trends or activities and should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. It is believed that the
expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable, but they may be affected by a number of variables which could cause actual results or trends to differ materially,
including, but not limited to: conditions in the market, market position of the companies comprising the Stock Spirits Group, earnings, financial position, cash flows, return on
capital and operating margins, anticipated investments and economic conditions; the Group's ability to obtain capital/additional finance; a reduction in demand by customers; an
increase in competition; an unexpected decline in revenue or profitability; legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, including, but not limited to, changes in environmental
and health and safety regulations; exchange rate fluctuations; retention of senior management; the maintenance of labour relations; fluctuations in the cost of raw material and
other input costs; and operating and financial restrictions as a result of financing arrangements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward looking
statements due to the inherent uncertainty herein.
No statement in this Presentation is intended to constitute a profit forecast, nor should any statements be interpreted to mean that earnings or earnings per share will necessarily
be greater or lesser than those for the relevant preceding financial periods for the Group. Each forward looking statement relates only as of the date of this Presentation. Except as
required by the Listing Rules, the Disclosure and Transparency Rules, the Prospectus Rules, the London Stock Exchange or otherwise by law, the Group expressly disclaims any
obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Group's expectations with
regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.
Other than the financial results shown in the Presentation, the information contained in this Presentation has not been independently verified and no reliance should be placed on
such information. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Group or its advisors, representatives, affiliates, officers, employees or agents as
to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation or in any communication
(whether written or oral) accompanying this presentation. Neither the Group nor any of its advisors, representatives, affiliates, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability
whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any direct or consequential loss, damages, costs or prejudices whatsoever arising from the use of this Presentation or its contents or
otherwise arising in connection with the Presentation.
The information contained in this Presentation is subject to, and must be read in conjunction with, all other publicly available information. In making this Presentation available, the
Group gives no advice and makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in shares in Stock Spirits Group PLC or in any other securities or investments whatsoever.
The information in this Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation to buy any securities or an invitation or inducement to engage in any other investment
activity.
This Presentation is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or
regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction.
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Why premiumise?
A number of macro trends in our core markets are driving a growth
in demand for premium spirits
• Desire for affordable luxury
• Diversification of drinking occasions
• Increasing international mobility
• Raised awareness of health and social responsibility
Premiumisation of our portfolio
• Keeps our local brands relevant as consumer aspirations change
• Offers opportunities for margin improvement
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Consumer trends in our markets
support premiumisation
•

Consumers in our markets drink more per head than elsewhere in Europe, but
currently at lower than average prices

•

Growing volumes will be challenging but consumer trends, e.g. rising disposable
income and health awareness, support trend to drinking less but better premium spirits
Region /
Market
North West Europe
Southern Europe
Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Croatia
Italy

Average spirits price
per litre (euros)
20.52
19.58

Average spirits consumption
per annum per head (litres)
5.4
4.1

10.96
14.64
13.51
14.04
15.79

8.6 Spirits consumption per
7.4 head typically higher in
our markets
6.9
4.4
2.4

Average spirits prices
in our markets
currently lower than
elsewhere in Europe.
Opportunity to
premiumise
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Source : Internal SSG estimates using IWSR and population data

Future growth will be driven by value

Total spirits index versus five years ago

•

The challenging volume
environment makes total
spirits value growth
dependent on commanding
higher average prices

•

Total spirits value growth has
outperformed volume growth
over the last five years in
Europe and in SSG’s wholly
owned distribution markets.
The spirits category has a
demonstrable ability to
premiumise in response to
consumer needs
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Source: IWSR 2018

Premiumisation - spirits segments average
pricing in SSG owned distribution markets
Stock Spirits markets average price per litre by category (€)
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Source IWSR 2018

Bitters /
Spirit
Aperitifs

Grappa

Rum

2018

Cream
Liqueurs

Gin and
Genever

Limoncello

2018 change vs 2014

Low
Strength
Flavoured
Vodka

Traditional
Vodka

Flavoured
Vodka
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Supporting factors for successful
premiumisation in SSG core markets
PROVENANCE

Premium brands have
a credible place of
origin, a genuine home

AUTHENTICITY

Premium brands have
an authentic story of
long established
expertise

HIGHER QUALITY PERCEPTION

ASPIRATION

Premium brands are
an expression of their
drinkers’ lifestyle
aspirations
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SSG premiumisation in action…
Established High Margin Core
Brands with equity

Under leveraged brands which
could be “Craft”

Develop our core brand equities into more
premium expressions

Reveal premium value in existing assets

New High Margin Brands

Distribution / Joint Venture Brands

Develop new premium brands in growth categories

Work with distribution brands and joint venture partners
in selected categories where we lack own scale /
credibility / competence. Build competencies in growth
categories (e.g. whisky)
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Case Study 1 : Božkov Republica Rum
Market(s) : Czech Republic and Slovakia
Objective : Develop our core brand equity into
more premium expressions
Positioning : The First Republic was an era of
style and elegance, a time when Czechs were
renowned for pride in craftmanship. Božkov
Republica is a celebration of these values. A
delicious imported cane rum with a full,
sweet(ish) taste and dark amber colour, best
enjoyed neat at room temperature, surrounded
by those who matter to you most
Price index : 211 to Božkov Original
Targets : millennials with a taste for imported
rum plus trades up established Božkov
tuzemsky drinkers to a higher quality variant
Performance : Republica MAT value +1735.9%
versus total rum category MAT value +11.4%
Božkov Republica is now the leading premium
rum in the Czech Republic, with 45% share
Source : Nielsen total Czech Republic, total off trade, total premium rum, MAT March 2019
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Case Study 2 : Stock 84 XO Brandy
Market(s) : Italy, Poland, Czech Republic,
Slovakia and International
Objective : Develop our core brand equities
into more premium expressions
Positioning : Created in honour of the legacy of
Lionello Stock, our founder - 135 years of
excellence in spirits. Stock 84 XO is matured in
oak casks for eight years. By selecting and
distilling the finest grapes before undergoing its
long maturation, a rich intense flavour is
created, an experience that deserves to be
discovered. Worth the wait
Price Index : 138 to Stock 84 Original
Targets : Discerning 35-50 year old brandy
drinkers, prepared to pay a premium for higher
quality taste and presentation. Typically served
neat or with coffee. Ideal for a relaxing drink
after a meal

Performance : Stock XO MAT value +12.3%
versus total brandy category +2.3%
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Source : IRI total Italy, total modern off trade, total brandy, MAT April 2019

Case Study 3 : Amundsen Expedition
Vodka
Market(s) : Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Italy
& International
Objective : Develop our core brand equity into
more premium expressions
Positioning : Stock extends Amundsen vodka
product range with top premium Amundsen
Expedition, created to honour one of the greatest
adventures of the 20th century, that saw a team of
explorers reach the South Pole in
1911. Presented in a stylish, unique ice brick
bottle design. Best served chilled at 0°celsius, this
top premium clear vodka offers a unique delicate
flavour created from a combination of special
ingredients, crystal clear water and a slow
rectification process
Price Index : 137 to Żołądkowa de Luxe
Targets : millennial drinkers. A drink for high
energy occasions. For people with a sense of
adventure, who enjoy discovering new experiences

Source : Nielsen total Poland, total off trade, total clear vodka, MAT April 2019

Performance : Amundsen Expedition MAT value
+38.6% versus total clear vodka category MAT
value +3.4%
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Case Study 4 : Stock Prestige Vodka
Market(s) : Poland and International
Objective : Develop our core brand equity into
more premium expressions
Positioning : A premium vodka which
combines 130 years experience in producing
top quality spirits with the most recent
technological advancements
A six-step distillation process and up-weighted
barley content results in a high quality vodka
with exceptionally smooth taste. The raw
materials undergo careful selection and a multistep quality control process
Price Index : 109 to Żołądkowa de Luxe

Targets : ambitious, status conscious 25-40
year old men, typically living in cities. Its
character is confident, it conveys conspicuous
high status and a cosmopolitan lifestyle
Performance : Stock Prestige clear vodka MAT
value +28.6% versus total clear vodka category
MAT value +3.4%
Source : Nielsen total Poland, total off trade, total clear vodka MAT April 2019
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Case Study 5 : Saska Flavoured Vodka
Market(s) : Poland and International
Objective : Develop new premium brands in growth
categories
Positioning : Saska’s innovative range of
contemporary flavours is designed for millennials
who enjoy quality with the authenticity born of long
tradition. The brand represents the combination of
the finest traditions of Polish hospitality and many
years of distilling experience. Saska has been
created to be enjoyed as an unhurried pleasure, a
modern take on the lifestyles of the Polish nobility
of old
Price Index : 105 to Lubelska
Targets : Discerning male and female millennial
drinkers who seek higher quality, contemporary
packaging and innovative flavours. The flavours
have excellent food pairing potential which we
leverage in our digital communications and PR

Performance : Saska flavours MAT value +129.2%
versus total flavoured vodka category +6.9%
Source : Nielsen total Poland, total off trade, total flavoured vodka MAT April 2019
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Case Study 6 : Black Fox Herbal Bitter
Market(s) : Czech Republic and Slovakia
Objective : Develop new premium brands in growth
categories
Positioning : A fascinating, new and original herbal
elixir crafted from selected forest herbs with a hint of
orange
Black Fox presents a truly unforgettable blend which
has been deliberately matched to the preferred taste
profile of young adult Czech drinkers
Price Index : 201 to Fernet Stock Original
Targets : millennials who appreciate quality and who
are living in or discovering cities. Typically
consumed in a high energy bars, at parties, or in
night clubs. Best served chilled. Makes an
unforgettable impression
Performance : Black Fox MAT value +19.4% versus
total premium Herbal Bitters segment +7.1%
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Source : Nielsen total Czech Republic Off Trade, total bitters, MAT March 2019

Case Study 7 : Orkisz Premium Polish
Vodka
Market(s) : Poland and International (roll out to other core
markets being researched)
Objective : Reveal premium value in existing assets
Positioning : Orkisz is produced in small batches by slow
distillation. Its exceptional flavour derives from selected
spelt wheat grown by specialist farms. Spelt is an ancient
grain, an entirely different species of wheat from rye, barley
or oats. Spelt is more soluble in water, which gives it a
softer, milder taste profile than e.g. rye or barley. The brand
name derives from the Polish mountain range in whose
foothills the spelt was originally grown
Price Index : 239 to Żołądkowa de Luxe
Targets : affluent, discerning male and female vodka
drinkers looking for a more interesting taste profile
presented in premium packaging
Performance : Orkisz vodka MAT value +50.8% versus
total clear vodka category MAT value +3.4%

Source : Nielsen total Poland, total off trade, total clear vodka MAT April 2019
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Case Study 8 : Syramusa Limoncello
Market(s) : Italy and International
Objective : Reveal premium value in existing
assets
Positioning : Inspired by a time honoured recipe
handed down by generations of Sicilian families. A
perfect balance of taste and alcohol content which
allows the full flavour of its single source
Femminello lemons to flood into every sip.
Produced and bottled in Italy with an elegant pack
inspired by Hellenic amphorae, recalling the
Ancient Greek heritage of Syracuse. Ideal as a
digestive, after a meal
Price Index : 160 to Limonce
Targets : affluent, discerning 25-44 year olds with
high earnings looking for a limoncello whose quality
and presentation stands out from the crowd
Performance : Growing consistently in selected
premium on trade outlets, particular focus on
premium Sicilian cuisine restaurants
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Case Study 9 : Pradlo Czech Single Malt
Whisky
Market(s) : Czech Republic and International
Objective : Reveal premium value in existing
assets
Positioning : Pre the “Velvet Revolution” and
fall of the Berlin wall, a unique Czech single
malt whisky was laid down at our Pradlo
distillery. Using only selected Czech barley and
crisp clean Bohemian water, the whisky was
aged in wooden casks made entirely from
Czech oak. After the wall fell, the whisky lay
dormant for decades, ageing peacefully in its
oak casks, until it was rediscovered and shared
Price Index : 17YO = 538 to total whisky

Targets : Single malt connoisseurs and
collectors looking for “whiskies of the world”, a
unique taste experience and highly unusual gift
Launch date : Relaunching Hammerhead as
new Pradlo range (initially 17 YO and 30 YO) in
October 2019 to celebrate thirtieth anniversary
of Velvet Revolution
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Case Study 10: Distribution and Joint
Venture whisky brands
Whisky MAT % value growth as at March 2019
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• SSG value growth is outperforming the whisky category in our core markets
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Source : Nielsen, total Poland, total Czech Republic and total Slovakia, total off trade, MAT March 2019 PL & SL Stock = Jim Beam, Cz = total whisky sold by SSG.

SSG is outperforming its premiumisation
target

Progress
H1 2019

Premiumisation

Group:
32.3%
Poland:
36%
Czech:
40%

Aim:
30% of Group
revenue to come from
premium brands

Original
target was
to achieve
30% by
end of
2020.
We have
achieved
32.3% by
end March
2019
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Q&A

